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Introduction Grief is the s t e r e o w  set of . 

psychological and physiotogical d o n s  
Grief and bereavement are characteristic of biological origin. The major feabm 
hum& responses to loss. Freud (1920) of gnef can be summarized as follows: 
argued that'grief represents a b d  down 1 .  Grief is a complex but stereotyped 
of the denial of death. The mourner response pattern, which includes 
pwes because he can no longer deny such psychological and 
the reality of death. He later defined gnef physiological symptoms as 
as a process by which the individual withdrawal, fangue, sleep 
progressively witl~draws the energy that disturbances and loss of appetite; 
ties him to the object ofhis love. Bowlby sudden death is often associated 
(1961). se& grieving behaviour as with acute grief Lindemaui (1 944) 
maladaptive bemuse h e  mourner tries to observed the following symptoms 
accomplish something that is impossible as being common to all individuals 
under the ch.cumstances. suffering h m  acute grief 
Averill (1968) used the term a. somatic distress w m i n g  
bereavement behaviour to denote the repeattxily and lasting from 20 
total response pattern, psychological and minutes to an hour at a time; 
physiologml, displayed by a ~ I X I I I  b. a feeling of tighmess in the throat; 
following the loss of a significant object, c. choking with shortness of breath; 

*with two components, m o W g  and d. a need for sighmg 
grief e, an empty feeling in the alxlomnen; 
Mourning refers to h e  conventbnd f, loss of muscular power; 
behaviour as determined by the mom g. an intense subjective d i i  
and customs of the sociely. Mouliiing a< described as tension or mental pain. 
a ritual may contains liale or no aRecr. 2. Grief is elicited by a lather well- 
Grief may occur outside the mourning defined stimulus sitxition, 
procedure. This means thrlt grief and namely, the real or imagined loss 
mourning may occur independently of of a significant object (or role), 
each other, but they are generally closely and it is resolved when new 
related and complement each other. object relations are established; 



3. Grief is an ubiquitous 
phenomenon among human 
beings and appears in other social 
species as well, especially in 
tugher primates. 

4. Grief is an extremely stresshl 
' - emotion, h t h  ' psychologi~illy 

and physiologically. 

Phases or  stages of Grief 
l'ukes (I 972) describes grief as a process 
of realization whereby internal awareness 
is brought in line with external events. 
The adjustment to loss requires an 
elabowe process whereby the subject 
gradually, in stages, accommodates the 
changed reality. 
Kubler-Ross (1969) outlined the process 
of bereavement as following the five 
major stages of denial, anger, bargaining, 
deprasion, and acceptance. However, 
1 ' 1 ~ s  and Schneider (198 1) present a 
nioro elahrate six-stage moclel 
consisting of 

I .  Initial a m n e s s  (including 
shock, loss of equilibrium, and 
lowered resistance to infection). 

2. Strategies to overcoine loss 
(including adaptive defense 
cycles of holding on and lettirig 
PO). 

3. Awarness of loss (including 
explo~atiorl of extent of loss and 
its ramifications, such as 
loneliness helplessness and 
exhaustion). 

4 .  Completions (healing, 
acceptance, and resolu~ion, 
freeing the energy invested in 
loss). 

5. Empowering the self (in areas that 
were out of balance prior to loss). 

6. Transcending the loss (growth 
following completions and re- 
balancing), 

It has been argued that the stage or phase 
concepts of grieving contain @lot of 
theoretical weaknesses and inconsis- 
tencies. First, the stages are not separate 
entities, but subsume one another or 
blend dynamic all^. Second, the stages 
are not successive. Any individual may 
experience anger, for example, before 
derual, or disorganization before shock 
Third, it is not necessary tc experience 
every s'tage. Depression or other volatile 
emotions may be absent. Foulth, the 
intensity and duration of any stage may 
v a y  idiosyncratically among those who 
grieve. 
Neverdieless, the stages model is usehl 
in planning and canying out therapy as it 
gives a generaliwl idea of what a grief 
process consisrs o( cveri though there are 
individiial differences. I t  is iniportant for 
the therapist to know which pllases or 
components can exist so that explorations 
can bc made to check if one component 
is causing problerns. 
Grief has to be worked through. If not, 
the person will continue to have troubles 
of some sort. One of the big obstacles to 
grief work is the Fact that many pcople 
by to avoid the inter* distress connected 
with the grieF experience and to avoid the 
necessary expression of emotions. 
Unfortunately, rnoumels are often praised 
by the social network for being brave and 
not breaking down. Tne still' upper lip, 
the .'Jackie Kennedy s$dl-olnen is in 
some societies dealt with by mourners 
coming in to cry and howl, wailing the 
deceased's name over and over again, 
until, by modeling, die bereaved breaks 
down and cries. 



i Most people get over their grief reactions 
I in their own way and at their own pace 

and never need trentment. Some people 
do gcr hung up on one or more of the 
stages and need to be helped The most 
crucial factor seems to be the type of 
I-elationsh~p with the decreased, with a 
good relanonsh~p being a favourable 
prognostic sign. A lovehate relationship 
will make a bereavement process more 
complex and intense. 

Abnormal GriefReactions: 
Abnon-nal :riel' reactions dilfer form 
nonnal' grief response in intensity kuid 
durilrion. .llie same statements made for 
ilornial grief when made one imd a half 
yean or !line years after the death will be 
identitied as prolonged, exaggerated, 

I inhibited or delayed. 
: Some bereavement processes may be 

mom dficult to work through than 
odie~s. Parkes (1975) asserted that 
sudden unexpected bereavements are a 
likely cause of pathological gief, as 
~mticipato~y grief plays an important pat 
in the successful worlong through of the 

: gief process. Bereavement after a 
i suicide or murder is a complicated 

process, Ilie alleviation of the effects of 
stress in the survivor-vichrns may lake 
years. , Guild and aggression in thesc 
cases can k. sostro~lg aid pilinli~l hat 
they uflcn rleecl professional help ro work 
tJlen~ Il~rough. Death of a child is anotlier 
d ~ c u l t  process. People can accept the 

: death of 8-1 adult far more easily than tliat 
I of a child. Children also need to be 

helped to cope with sudden death 
I (Bowlby, 1958, 1961; Funnan, 1984; 

I-leegaard, 1988, Jewett, 1984). 
Heravernent rnanagemcnt is indicated 
in clear-cur cases of unresolved grief 

I more than a year alter the loss, especially 

where here is no adequate social 
netwo~k. Usually, a supportive, empathic 
tmibnent of a non-directive nature is 
enough intervention More often, 
however, various neurotic problems are 
brought to the clirucs where weU 
examination shows that an unresolved 
bereavement plays an important or vital 
role in the problem. Conventional 
techniques of management have been 
variously described (Raphael, 1975, 
b a y ,  1976; Jewett, 1984; Lendrum & 
Syme. 1992) 

Hehaviouml ' ~ h e r a ~ ~  of Pathological 
Grief 
Behaviouml therapy of pathological-gief 
st* with die initial diagpostic interview. 
Following a brief introduction of the aims 
of thel-apy, the client is asked to relate 
how the deceased died. In our culture, 
part of the ~ituals suriounding death is 
that the family and friends call around 
and ask to be told the whole story of how 
i r  happened. 'The mourner is forced to 
review repeatedly die situation as it was, 
before, during and after the death. There 
is a lot of wisdonl in this custom. Human 
beings have the ability to re-create events 
from the past. The mourner during that 
period was more likely in a state of 
shock, not capablt of lkelirlg in an 
appropriate way. I le niay not have time 
enough to feel, as everything went too 
fast. Recreation of the sequence of 
events will give the opportunity and time 
to bring the reeling into tune with what 
happened. In Listening to the story, the 
therapist can form hypotheses as to 
potential tro~ible sports - guilt feelings 
aggression, despair, protest and so on. 
'Tllese points can be discussed later for 
cl'xiiication. Associared emotiors can be 
evoked and client must be allowed to 



Sudden dearh 

express such - c ~ y  if he feels like. The 
session ends with a review of what has 
taken place. A new session begins with 
brief enquiries about things that have 
happened since the previous visit. How 
did the client feel after? The therapist 
then pl-esents stimuli situatifns, which he 
thinks will be fiuithl, probe emotions or 

. model situation rhat will hit home. The 
tllrrapist constantly checks whether 
appropriate emotions occurred to certain 
situations and whether sufficient for 
extinction to have taken place. Flexibility 
a id  sensitivity are an integral part of this 
therapy. The hlrman ability to re-create 
scenes ti-om the past can also be used to 
create ones that did not happen to finish 
wlfinished business. In some cases, 
clcnial hat the loss has taken place is so ' 

strong that the client feels the presence of 
tlie deceased and may even hallucinate. 
It' guilt plays an important part, for 
cxample, the client could be asked to 
close her eyes and then imagine that the 
husband is present. She is then 
cncomgcd to tell the things she did 
\+lang and ask for forgiveness. When the 
guilt has extinguished, the client would 
I-cport that the husband has forgiven her. 
Clients who find h e  use of fantasy 
difficult may be envounged with 
photogapl~  in the therapy situation to 
decrease avoidance. The photo acts as 
prompt to elicit enlotions associated 
~ 4 t h  different situations. 
Linking objects, according to Volkan et 
:il ( 1  976j are ob,jects r)~ically n-easurcd 
lr! people unable to ~csolvc their gief  - .  

5oriierhing magically provides the illusion 
of cornnlunication with the d d .  This is 
cunied on by musing over the object. Just 
Iaowing that the object is there is 
enough. 

In the course of therapy, known 
techniques of behaviour therapy are used. 
Such include flooding, rational emotive 
therapy, cognitive restmchuulg, modeling 
prompting, assertive training with 
successive approximations, Both 
therapist and client are able to see 
p r o p  and agree to bring therapy to a 
close I-lowever, the chent rnay continue 
to need masional support Eom t h ~  
themp~st 

Summary 

'Ihe aim of the paper is describe the 
background structure of the bereavement 
process and the txhavioural approach to 
nmagement, throu* literature review 
and case illustrations. 

The concepts of sudden death, 
bereavement, mourning and grief are first 
defined. Phases and co~nponents of g ie f  
are briefly discussed, along with 
pathological grief reactions. 

Management is outlined to include 
die prepamtory and actual thempy phases. 
Behavioural techniques that have been 
found useful in grief management are 
discussed. Such include flooding, 
rational emotive tlie~apy, cognitive 
restructuring, modeling, prompting, 
asse~tive. Etc. - 
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